Surface cleaner
Professional quality
Features
 niversal surface cleaner
U
Dissolves grease quickly
Safe cleaning
Evaporates very quickly
Leaves behind no oil film
Powerful solvent effect
Does not attack materials

Benefits of use

Removes
tar, oil, putty, grease, silicone,
adhesive, corrosion protection agents etc.
quickly and safely
Time saving
Suitable for use on plastics, metals, glass,
painted surfaces etc.
Also for acrylic

Areas of application
Pre-cleaning of surfaces which are bonded
with beko products, e.g. ALLCON 10,
Tackcon, Allbond-Fluid etc.
Removes surplus unhardened PU adhesive,
e.g. ALLCON 10, Tackcon, Fibcon, from
surfaces without smearing
For the removal of adhesive residues from
protective films and labels, including on
acrylic baths
Effortlessly removes sealant residues in motor
vehicles and heating/sanitation systems
Can be used to clean cable ends (e.g. when
fitting shrink sleeves)

Technical information:

www.beko-group.com

Other
chemical
products

Allclean

Art.-No. 266 120 0500EN

Content 100 ml

Surface cleaner

Art.-No. 266 120 0100EN

Range of use
Motor vehicle trade
Print shops
Paint shops
Industrial enterprises

Caution

Painting and decorating
Petrol stations
Building trade
Wood trade

Directions for use
Put some beko Allclean on a soft, clean cloth. Wipe the
surface to be cleaned, applying light pressure. Dry off
with a soft cloth. If required, repeat the process. Check
surfaces for colour fastness.

Treat freshly painted surfaces with care.
Test small areas before general use.
Do not apply to leather or waxed surfaces.
Keep out of the reach of children.
Do not ingest or breathe in.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
Protect clothing.
In
 the case of incorrect or improper application,
any product warranty becomes void.
For professional and industrial use only.
Please observe safety data sheet.

Technical data
Basis

Dearomatised hydrocarbon

Colour

transparent

Smell

characteristic

Density

approx. 0,75 g/cm³

Viscosity

low viscosity

Storage life

24 months

Storage

in well sealed containers, cool and dry

Contents/
packaging

Can 500 ml
Can 250 ml
Can 100 ml

6 pcs/box
12 pcs/box
24 pcs/box

This publication supersedes all previous editions and renders the latter invalid.
Currently valid documents (safety data sheet) can be viewed on www.beko-group.com!
Subject to technical changes! Print date: 02/2022
Art.-No. 266 120 9EN
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756 pcs/pallet
960 pcs/pallet
3024 pcs/pallet

Art.-No. 266 120 0500EN
Art.-No. 266 120 0250EN
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Other
chemical
products

Allclean

Content 500 ml

